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Dear Sir
INQUIRY INTO WOODEN POWER POLES

Thank you for the opportunity to view the Energy Safety 2008 Distribution Wood Pole
Audit Review, also for the invitation to comment on issues that the City may have
had with Western Power that are relevant to the terms of reference of the enquiry .
The Executive Management Team has received an overview of the
recommendations from the Audit Review and have agreed that I forward the
following comments onto the Standing Committee . The Comments are an extract
from a Summary presented to the Executive.
General Comment

The City is a strong proponent of the Undergrounding of Power lines within residential
areas and in particular the inner metropolitan area where it has been active since
the program was first introduced in 1996. Prior to this time the City had developed a
Funding Reserve for the undergrounding of powerlines similar to that commenced
over a decade earlier in the City of Subiaco . The City embraced the introduction of
the State Undergrounding of Powerlines Program and was awarded one of the first
projects in Round One to be followed up with further projects in Rounds Two and
Three .
The City supports the undergrounding of powerlines for a number of reasons with
probably none more important than the desire to have removed from the street
system the unsightly and unsafe reinforcement applied to the wooden poles to
ensure their ongoing serviceability . The Audit identifies 3 10,000 reinforced wood poles
within the d istribution networks or (depending on the asset date base referenced) up
to 50% of the total number of poles as being reinforced in one form or another and
acknowledges that more needs to be done.
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The City has questioned the serviceability of the unreinforced wood poles and the
appearance and safety of the reinforced wood poles and has advanced both as
strong justification for areas within the City being included to the Underground Power
Program. While Western Power may place a higher weighting on the power reliability
and / or power availability criteria when determining eligibility of underground
submissions, the community surveys undertaken and general correspondence
received supports the Cities position that the appearance and questionable safety
of the reinforced poles must be given equal weighting.
The results of the audit highlight in our view that the undergrounding of powerlines
and not a reliance on wooden poles, for distributing the power network through
residential areas, is the appropriate action .
The City has no issues with recommendations 30 through to 33 that relate to the
identification and progressive replacement of untreated wooden poles and the
introduction of pole reinforcement to the rural network. The City would however be
concerned with any recommendation that places an emphasis on escalating the
reinforcement or replacement of wooden poles beyond the levels currently
projected by Western Power without an acknowledgement that undergrounding of
powerlines is and remains the priority for the residential supply network.
The preamble to recommendation 24 concludes that "Western Power has increased
its pole replacement activity but not to a prudent level. The pole replacement rates
proposed equal the rate at which poles are condemned." (The forecast for the three
year period 2009/10 to 201 1/12 is to replace 22,550 poles).
Recommendation 24 reads in part. Western Power should:
1. Establish management systems that ensure unserviceable poles are replaced
(or reinforced) in a timely way;
2. Differentiate between it's untreated jarrah an pine poles in it's asset
management planning;
3. Gather and analyse operational data necessary to validate service lives ......;
4. Develop and implement pole asset management plans .. .. ; and
5. Establish effective stay inspection and maintenance.
Concluding Comment
The City has no issue with any recommendation that draws upon "good asset
management principles ". The City has no recollection of a network failure within
South Perth as a result of a pole failure or the failure of a reinforced pole. The City
acknowledges that it is probably outside the scope of the Review, but not to make
reference to the Undergrounding of Powerlines as another solution is very
d isappointing and fails to grasp the publics desire to see the removal of the
overhead network from residential streets, particularly if a stepping up of the pole
replacement / reinforcement diverts funding from the residential areas that would
have been assigned to undergrounding.
In the decade since the commencement of the underground ing of powerlines in
Com o west of Cannin g Highway the residents of the City have seen the

transformation in the streetscape that comes with the program. Gone are the power
poles, many leaning at odd angles and / or supported by heavy metal
reinforcement, the overhead wires and the restrictions in street tree height and
shape . Today the streets in this area are flanked by trees no longer constrained in
height and spread producing long shady "boulevards" and the envy of the property
owners in the other suburbs of South Perth. The City has reduced it's tree pruning to
the area and now limits it's activity to simply uplifting the lower branches to maintain
clearance for the pedestrians using their street.
Along with the undergrounding came a new street lighting scheme that enhanced
the level of lighting to the appropriate Australian Standard . Security and personal
safety feature highly in every Perceptions Survey and street lighting continues to be
seen as one of the means to improve the level of confidence. Street light
placement, no longer restricted by the existing power poles or their alignment, can
be located to provide the maximum lighting to the street and to features within the
street.
The City acknowledges the service provided by Western Power in maintaining the
current overhead network to the standard necessary to ensure continuity of supply
until such time as the alternative underground power distribution is fully embraced as
the only system for residential areas. Extending the Underground Power Program
needs to become a priority and additional funding made available to deliver this
worthwhile program .
Yours faithfully

